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Extended Abstract.  

 

Safety analysts are starting to worry that large complex systems are becoming too difficult to analyze 

when part of the system is changed or placed under stress.  Traditional safety analysis techniques may 

miss safety hazards or (more likely) some of the circumstances that can cause them. To help analysts 

discover hazards in complex systems, ASHiCS has created a proof-of-concept tool that uses evolu-

tionary search and fast-time air traffic control (ATC) simulation to uncover airspace hazards.  

We use a fast-time ATC simulation (using RAMS Plus
1
) of an en-route air sector containing multi-

ple flight paths and aircraft types, and into this we inject a serious incident (cabin pressure loss) that 

requires one aircraft to make an emergency descent.  We then use a near-neighbor random hill-

climber to search for high-risk variants of that situation: we run a wide range of variants, select the 

subset of variants that caused the most risk, and then mutate the aircraft entry times to create a new set 

of situation variants that will hopefully have even greater risk.  Weighted heuristics are able to focus 

on specific events, flight paths or aircraft so that the search can effectively target incidents of interest. 

Air traffic is generated by specifying the characteristics of each aircraft entering the sector, namely 

aircraft type, aircraft entry time, its entry and exit flight level and the waypoints specifying its flight 

path and any level changes.  The traffic input files are created using genetic algorithms with re-

strictions on the distribution of aircraft to predetermined flight paths and an enforcement of wake tur-

bulence separation. Once the input files have been created, a non-graphic version of RAMS Plus (i.e. 

a version that runs without any visualization to speed up simulations) is executed and the outputs ana-

lyzed by heuristics in the ASHiCS software. 

The solution space is extremely large and cannot be exhaustively searched for the worst case; this is 

a problem for safety analysts who need a context to the search results so that they can determine event 

probabilities.  Our initial approach has been to conduct a sensitivity analysis to try and discover more 

about the average fitness of the population during the evolutionary search.  This provides some insight 

to the nature of the solution space, in terms of the frequency of other high risk scenarios and how sen-

sitive such solutions are to mutation of their input configuration.  Our initial results suggest that for 

very large solutions spaces, where high scoring solutions are relatively rare, the range of the mutation 

operator (i.e. the degree to which the mutation operator can change the original) has a significant ef-

fect on the average fitness of the population.  From our experiments, mutation operators with large 

ranges that permit radical changes to the genotype perform significantly worse than operators with 

small ranges that permit gradual changes.    

 

                                                      
1 http://www.eurocontrol.int/eec/public/standard_page/WP_Fast_Time_Simulation_Tools.html 



  
Fig. 1 and 2 show the effect of altering the mutation operator by a factor of ten.  Fitness score is plot-

ted vertically, with the number of generations horizontally.  The best scenario is passed on unchanged 

to the following generation (leading to plateaus where no mutation improves the previous best).  The 

ten best of each generation are also plotted showing that as evolution proceeds, in the case of the large 

mutation operator, the distance between the best and the next ten best fitness increases, indicating that 

the mutations are largely destructive in nature.  Conversely, when a small mutation operator is used, 

the average fitness of the leading scenarios increases as the best of each generation increases, and the 

gap between them is much narrower, indicating that a mutation operator with a small range (therefore 

less destructive) will perform much better for our type of solution space. 

In our paper we describe the evolutionary search used by ASHiCS to discover high risk configura-

tions of air sector traffic.  We provide arguments that show the use of destructive operators are unlike-

ly to be effective in the type of high dimensional solution space represented by an air sector.  The 

sensitivity analysis suggests that the solution landscape is composed of steep-sided, narrow peaks of 

high fitness, in which only very small mutations are likely to result in a fitness improvement.  We 

believe this is an accurate characterization of the solution landscape, given that adjusting the start 

times of aircraft by just a few minutes can make a difference to conflict separation of several nautical 

miles.   

In our more recent work, we have increased the complexity of our scenarios by adding storms rep-

resented by a series of timed no-fly zones whose speed and direction are configured by the evolution-

ary search.  We further extended our study into the nature of the solution landscape by providing de-

tailed information of nearby variants of the final scenario discovered by the search using a two stage 

process (this research is still in progress).  The information from the second stage should allow safety 

analysts to examine input parameter ranges of high risk variants, enabling them to better judge the 

Fig. 1. Sensitivity analysis.  Mutation range = 300s. 

Fig. 2. Sensitivity analysis.  Mutation range = 30s. 



probability of hazardous situations occurring in the sector being modeled, leading to more accurate 

recommendations for the implementation of safety barriers. 
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